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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. #container.p:nth-child(1) {
Color:blue;
}
B. #container.p:last-of-type {
Color:blue;
}
C. p:last-of-type {
Color:blue;
}
Answer: A
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NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Refer to the exhibit. SCP connectivity to a server (IP:
172.16.1.200) is unavailable on Monday evenings at 11:00 PM.
Which configuration is the root cause of the issue?
A. All SCP traffic is denied by ACL deny tcp any any eq 21.
B. All SCP traffic is denied by ACL deny tcp any any eq 23.
C. The ACL deny ip any any blocks the traffic.
D. The ACL "time-range" blocks the traffic.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which set is a list of valid functions in Cisco TelePresence
Management Suite?
A. provisioning, reporting, asset management, and call control
B. reporting and phonebook
C. call control, asset management, reporting, and registration
D. reporting, registration, provisioning, and asset management
E. registration, reporting, provisioning, and remote control
Answer: B
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